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EXIT 407: THE GATEWAY
TO ADVENTURE

Claire and Mick,
Evil Friends

As Mick, Lauren, and I trekked from North Carolina back to good ole Denison University this 
past Sunday, we saw some incredible sights. Driving through Tennessee we stumbled upon a 
beautiful exit: Exit 407. This place could be considered the 8th wonder of the world. It was an 
oasis of billboards, and those billboards did not disappoint. Here are our favorite signs that we 
saw:

BOOT SUPPLY STORE: BUY 1 GET 2 FREE
Out of all of the attractions that are located on Exit 407, we most seriously considered stopping here. 
This place either has the coolest boots you have ever seen, or is a total shit show. I wish we could know. 
I wonder how it smells in there?

COOTERS MUSEUM
I’m so intrigued... What do they have in a cooters museum? I also wonder how it smells in there?

FIREWORKS STORE
I mean come on that’s sick. I would set a bunch of fireworks off in the middle of nowhere too.

FLAVORTOWN
Have you ever heard of Guy Fieri? One of his own Flavortown restaurants are located in the gateway of 
adventure! Anyone can fuel up at Flavortown after a long day at the Cooters Muesem!

SEXY STUF
This is obviously a top of the line sex store or else it wouldn’t be located on Exit 407. But, I want to 
know why they decided to take off the second “F” in “stuff.” Anyways, this place looks like it can help 
take the load off of a long drive.

WORLD’S LARGEST KNIFE
Fuck yeah.

PRISON TOURS!
Taking for-profit prisons to the next level.

HARLEY DAVIDSON STORE
Fuck yeah. 

WINERY THAT WAS JUST CALLED “WINERY”
I wonder if they have a specialty wine called “wine.”
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NEW ENTRIES I’VE FOUND 
IN MY NOTES APP SINCE SPRING 
BREAK ENDED

Mick, Claire, and Lauren,
Bunkmates

1. Starting off with a bang, we have a note that I must’ve written absolutely shit-faced on the first night my 
friends and I spent at our surprisingly-not-too-trashed-in-the-aftermath Airbnb:

maker narreman an rt wren etrais. roman eworhhh thing we’re weees burti i really w really areently 
and i smdrewlyq man’s he nudalr e. marlena xe ava we’ve did me share of ew people ncpwople

Wow. I think I said it all.

2. Next, we have an actually coherent drunk thought, but it’s still just as stupid. So far I am very underwhelmed 
by the inner workings of my drunken mind, and I predict you will be too:

being in a room of drunk people is like setting the stage for a final destination movie 

Like I’m right and there were definitely several instances where someone could’ve been decapitated or set 
aflame during my spring break, but god this is the most boring thing I’ve ever read and, upon reading it, I’ve 
become a much sadder person than I was before.

3. Third:
 

*friend’s name* birthday message

It was the birthday of *friend’s name* on Saturday and, for a second, part of the plan seemed to be that everyone 
would write them a little note. This is as far as I got.

4. Here is a fun fact that my friend (awarded “Most Facts” superlative the night before) espoused as we left the 
maybe-a-little-bit-trashed-in-the-aftermath-but-still-not-that-bad-all-things-considered Airbnb:
 
dinosaurs saw the same view of the appalachian mountains we did because the formations predate teeth

Genuinely this is just cool! Thank you unnamed friend.

5. Finally, I have this quote from my fellow Bullsheet writer, Claire “Pretentious Claire” Anderson, during our 
drive back to Denison. It is the best thing in my Notes App to date:

“i swallow all my gum but sometimes it feels like a chore.” - claire

A moment of silence please.

Ok. Isn’t that just the wildest thing you’ve ever read. After dropping this bombshell on the carpool–and subse-
quently DEFENDING HER POSITION for several minutes–she went on to swallow a small- to medium-sized 
wad of Big League Chew.

That’s all. I could continue, but the rest are mostly sobering notes about the desolate landscape of rural Ken-
tucky and also, “I noticed a wrinkle the other day.”

Oh yeah, we also picked up a dog off the side of the highway in rural Kentucky. We named her Big 
Idiot. She was a 1-2 years old Great Pyrenees. No tag, no chip.

BIG IDIOT

Lauren “the Tank” Ehlers,
Most Ferda

We miss 
you Big 
Idiot <3


